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UAV SYSTEMS OF THE FUTURE
UAV’s will play a key role in the automation of tasks over the coming
decades
The complexity of building UAV systems is slowing down the use and
adoption of the technology
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UAV INDUSTRY OVERVIEW

A FUTURE WHERE UAV’S ARE EVERYWHERE
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THE TECHNOLOGY IS ALREADY AVAILABLE
Custom build UAV’s for diverse endurance, range and weight
requirements
Advances in
UAV
Technology

Attach wide variety of payloads to UAV platforms
4G/ 5G
Control UAV remotely over long-range WiFi or mobile data
networks

Cloud
Technology
IoT

Connect UAVs to the cloud

Ai
Control UAV’s and payloads, and analyze data using Ai
modules in real-time

UAV APPLICATIONS OUTSIDE CONSUMER AND MILITARY IS STILL SPARSE
• Demand for commercial UAV systems will grow
over the next few years
• Key features over next few years include
• Autonomy
• Beyond-visual-line-of-sight (BVLOS)
• Technological obsolescence
• The demand and market however is not being
matched by the number of UAV companies and
applications

WHAT’S HINDERING THE GROWTH OF INDUSTRIAL UAV’S?
Complexity

Regulation
Regulation is needed before UAVs can be used in urban
environments. A large proportion of UAV applications will
have their greatest utility within urban environments.
Regulation must include requirements for
-

UAV traffic control
Security and Privacy
Uses and applications

Use of Ai for automation of UAV operations also needs to
be regulated before wide-spread use. Levels of automation
and how Ai should be validated should be carefully
regulated.

UAV technology needs to be simplified and standardized
in order for more people to be able to build UAV applications.
Building your own custom UAV is currently too daunting for
most businesses due to the wide variety of specialized skills
necessary to build a system – electronics, electrical,
mechanical, telecoms, software engineering and Ai skills.
UAV developers should be able to focus on the applications
instead of spending time on the basic UAV platform
-

Standardized and modular components and
communication protocols
Tools for configuring UAV systems
Pre-built frameworks and APIs
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UAV SYSTEMS

Consumer UAV’s
o Single UAV controlled by a single pilot over a short distance.
o Single camera for pilot view and video capture
o Controlled by a RF controller or an app on a mobile device

Industrial UAV’s
o
o
o
o
o
o

Multiple UAV’s controlled by multiple pilots and payload operators
Each UAV can have multiple cameras, payloads and other devices
Ground stations have controls for each payload
Cloud connectivity through UAV or ground station
High data throughput requirements
Operate over large distances

INDUSTRIAL UAV SYSTEMS

THE AIR UNIT CAN BE BUILT ON DIFFERENT TYPES OF PLATFORMS

ROTARY WING
o
o
o
o

Highly maneuverable
Can carry large payloads
Shorter range
Vertical take-off

VTOL’s

FIXED WING
o
o
o
o
o

Low maneuverability
Can carry large payloads
Long range
High speed
Run-way take-off

o
o
o
o
o

Low maneuverability
Can carry large payloads
Long range
High speed
Vertical take-off

THE CONFIGURATION OF THE AIR UNIT IS SIMILAR ACROSS APPLICATIONS
Sensors and Other
payloads

Power

Propulsion
Control Hub
Flight
Controller
Each of the on-board components need to be
connected onto a central hub in order to unify the
system . The complexity of the communication
system is increased drastically without some form of
unification.

Cameras

Comms

THE AIR UNIT IS A STACK OF COMPONENTS BASED ON MISSION REQUIREMENTS

Control Hub
Communication
Peripheral

Peripheral

Peripheral

Flight Control
Power

Propulsion
Frame

THE GROUND STATION NEEDS TO BE UNIFIED
All the components on the ground station need to be unified so that a single station
can be used to control the UAV and its payloads.

RF

Peripheral devices

WiFi

4G/5G

Aircraft and payload
controllers

Displays
Communications

Specialized hardware

Ground Station
Control Computer

The Internet

THE CLOUD MODULE IS AN ESSENTIAL PART OF INDUSTRIAL UAV SYSTEMS
UAV

RF/WiFi/4G/5G

4G
/5G

UAV Cloud
Application

G
5
/
G
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Ground Station

UAV systems are connected onto the
cloud through the ground station or
directly to the UAV using mobile data
systems.

IoT, 5G and advances in Artificlal
Intelligence will allow autonomous
UAV systems to controlled and
monitored over the cloud in real-time.

Data Storage

Monitoring

Data and Control
Sharing
Autonomous
Control Modules

Ai

MOST INDUSTRIAL UAV’S NEED TO BE BUILT FROM THE BOTTOM UP

Frame
Power
Propulsion
Flight Control
Payloads
Communication
Control Hub

Payload
Range
Endurance and Speed
Communication
Control
Automation

Components

Connecting the selected components into a single
unified platform is often the most difficult
challenge.

Requirements

• Industrial UAV’s need to be built from
the bottom up as commercial off-theshelf systems do not meet the
requirements
• Individual components for the UAV
need to be selected based on the
mission requirements
• Safety and BVLOS technology needs
to be added to meet the mission
requirements
• Fine balance between Requirements
and Components

INDUSTRIAL UAV REQUIREMENTS VARY
Range

The communication protocol would determine how
far the UAV can travel in relation to a pilot, the type of
data transferred and security.

Endurance and speed

Endurance is a key aspect for certain UAV
applications. The amount of flight time and time for
recharge is a key operational consideration.

Payload Type and Weight

Communication

The types of payload to be used would depend on
the UAV application. Payloads differ in power
requirements, control and weight. E.g cameras,
sensors.

Automation

Automation relates to creating AI based controllers
for flight and payload control. Control software may
be deployed on-board, on a cloud or on a ground
station.

The communication medium is determined by
the level of security required and the type of
data being transferred.

Control

The UAV will require pilot and payload controllers.
Control and real-time data may also be shared with
external parties.

Payload Type and Weight

Frame

Range

Power

Endurance

Propulsion
Flight Control

Communication

Peripherals

Control Access

Communication

Automation

Control Hub

Components

Requirements

INDUSTRIAL UAV REQUIREMENTS VS COMPONENTS

INDUSTRIAL UAV SYSTEM BUILD WORKFLOW

1. IDENTIFY
REQUIREMENTS
AND PAYLOADS
• Identify and
prioritize UAV
application
requirements
• Select peripheral
devices to fit
requirements

2. SELECT FRAME
• Select frame to
match weight,
range, power
and peripheral
requirements

3. SELECT
POWER AND
PROPULSION

• Select suitable
pwoer and
propulsion
mechanism to fit
frame,
peripherals,
range and
endurance
requirements

4. SELECT FLIGHT
CONTROLLER

• Select a suitable
flight controller
to fit the frame,
power,
propulsion and
control method

5. SELECT
COMMS
MECHANISM
• Select suitable
communication
mechanism to fit
control, range
and security
requirements

6. SELECT
CONTROL HUB

7. PROGRAM
CONTROL HUB

• Select a suitable
companion
computer to
control
peripheral
devices, the
aircraft and
communication

• Develop software
necessary to
connect and
control the
payload devices

INDUSTRIAL UAV SYSTEMS OF THE FUTURE
Industrial UAV’s of the future will have extended range with beyondvisual-line-of-sight (BVLOS) capabilities
Diverse platforms including multi-rotors, fixed-wings and VTOLS
Multiple propulsion systems will be used (electric, petrol, hybrid and
solar)
Increasing standardization and modularization of UAV systems is the
key to building truly extensible unified systems cost effectively

